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Caterpillars lose their fluff. The windswept weather
arranges itself in the cracks.
It’s sad the way she spurns her children
once they reach independence.
Sunlight--the subtext 
to things people do to each other,
to the tragedies that happen haphazardly,
the strange ferment in the basement, the lopsided way you carry your head.
Fall coming on quickly.
The frozen question
in the backyard 
imploding with the worms.
We could see 
from the onset
that a mother
so taken with order
was bound to create disorder 
in the life of her child.
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Daybreak enters the room
roughing up the edges
of what was a calm night.
No one stomps answers 
into the welcome mat.
No one traces the dreams 
along our eyelids.
The willows supply the morning with echoes
and defiance (This is not how we would have 
shaped things)yet we make ourselves comfortable 
in the sky 
that refuses to ask us
our names. 
This makes sense for a while  
until the sun belches out
its answer
and it isn’t pretty.
The surface of the leaves recount what they see,
A well wisher with downcast eyes whisks past.
Stars blow holes in the apostrophes.
No One Traces the Dreams
